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Message from the Commodore
Our annual swap meet was held on December
8th. The weather was rain free. Perhaps we have
to thank Brian Weeks and all the other departed
members in holding back the rain drops. I want to
thank the many members and friends that showed
up helping to make the meet a success. I
especially want to thank Steve Duhammel of
North Wind Iceboats of Ma. His hardware is really
top quality. It was great seeing Cathy and Paul
Goodwin, coming all the way from Detroit.
Our prior swap meet cook, Doug Adams,
couldn't make the meet (went sailing in BVI), so
thanks to John Ziermann who stepped up the the
BBQ. He did a fantastic job cooking the delicious
food that Rich Crucet prepared. And what about
that cheese and broccoli soup!!!
Special thanks again goes to Kevin Weeks for
allowing us to hold our annual swap meet at such
a great location and making such a delicious pot of
coffee.
REMINDER: The January meeting is rescheduled
to Wednesday January 2nd at 7pm since the first
Tuesday of the month this January is News Years
day.
I wish everyone happy holidays and a healthy
and an icy New Year.
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Ralph Hilbert - hilbertralph@gmail.com
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LRIBYC
FOR SALE
Circa 1950 ?
“MEADE BATWING”

I have a real old 50's or 60's two seater Batwing Iceboat I'd like to sell. The boat is in fair to
good condition and needs some TLC, but it's complete. Asking $600. Thanks
Ron Dignard
rjd051@hotmail.com.
(editor)
This is a MEADE BATWING GLIDER two seater that would make any iceboater happy to own.
These were built by the MEADE GLIDER CO. as a sideline to aircraft. They were also advertised
in magazines as kit boats. Beautiful on the ice with the lovely “Batwing Sail”. See another here:
http://www.bayfrontcenter.org/news-events/2010/02/antique-iceboat-sailing-again
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